CLIENTS - PLEASE READ VOUCHER CAREFULLY
Your signature authorizes amount to be billed.

MODEL’S RELEASE
In Consideration of receipt for the fees stated herein as negotiated with my manager, I hereby sell, assign and grant to the above advertisers the right and permission to copyright and/or use and/or publish photographs or likenesses of me which I may be included, in whole or in part of composite reproductions thereof, in color or otherwise, for print advertising only as specified in Job Description for a period terminating __________ from date of photography.

NOTE: Certain products, packaging usage, billboards, counter cards and similar usage require separate negotiations.

MODEL: __________________________ CLIENT: __________________________

JOB RATE: ___________ HR/ DAY START TIME: __________________________
MILEAGE: ______________ END TIME: __________________________
TRAVEL: ______________ 20% SERVICE FEE: $ __________________________
TOTAL FEE: $ __________________________

CLIENT’S SIGNATURE: __________________________
MODEL’S SIGNATURE: __________________________
DATE: __________________________
WHERE WILL THIS APPEAR?: __________________________

PLEASE TEXT THIS VOUCHER TO YOUR BOOKER
Darren | 503.422.9096 /or Torey | 206.880.9055
Await a confirmation text to acknowledge receipt.
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